December 2016

IPM workshop

Welcome

A good roll up in late November considering
busy schedules and hot weather! A key
message from the presenters was to
carefully consider when to intervene with
spays early in the season and how this
impacts on the beneficial population over
the whole season. Over reaction can lead to
flaring late season insects. Some examples
of this in the attached Lewis Wilson
presentation.

A busy time with winter crop harvest
underway and looking after summer crops
in the important growth phase. Please take
a few minutes to have a read of the latest
Cotton Tale.

The season so far…
I have adjusted the day degree chart to
reflect a later October plant for this season.
Day degrees are close to average but with
the later plant we are a few weeks behind
last year. Solar radiation and Eto are
increasing with temperatures settling on the
average. Many crops are at four nodes with
some at six to eight nodes with good
establishment counts.
Crops will need some consistent warm
weather now to jump away and the forecast
looks promising!
Day degrees in the south 21/10 – 30/11
Hillston 366
Condobolin 354.9
Hay 349
Coleambally 332.5
Jerilderie 319.3

Nufarm Spray drift management
workshop
A great workshop presented by Bill Gordon
and the Nufarm team in late November. Bill
made the point that sprayer set up and
operator management is the main source of
drift not the actual chemical being used.
So, it is physical drift not chemical volatility
causing the risk from 2,4 -D.

Five rules to minimise spray drift
1. Always use a COARSE spray quality
or greater
2. Always make sure the wind is
blowing away from sensitive areas
3. NEVER spray during a low-level
temperature inversions – this
happens most nights and strongest
around sunrise
4. Minimise boom height
5. Continually monitor weather
conditions before and during
spraying.

southern NSW. Steve comes with an
impressive amount of cotton experience
having managed a large cotton operation in
Bourke for many years and he helped in
writing the Cotton course which has now
become the Graduate Certificate in Cotton
Production at UNE.
Steve will initially be doing a situation
analysis of current practices in crop
establishment so expect to meet him on
farm soon.

Events coming up:
NRM kayak trips
CottonInfo will be hosting some free kayak
trips and wildlife discovery adventures on
the Murrumbidgee river in February 2017.
Three separate events for irrigators and
their families on Friday 17 February and
Saturday 18 February at Gogeldrie Weir
and Sunday 19 February at Hay weir. All
details about registration on the attached
flyer.

Bale trailer:
The SVCGA have been successful in
getting a CRDC Grassroots grant to co fund
the construction of a purpose-built cotton
module bale trailer. Funding also came from
NSW DPI and Deakin University. Details will
be finalised soon on how SVCGA members
can utilise the trailer this season to measure
on farm trials.

Research update - Introducing
Steve Buster
Position - NSW DPI, Research Agronomist,
Southern Farming Systems, Cotton
Establishment.
Location - Yanco Agricultural Institute
Steve has just started at NSW DPI Yanco
with an important three-year project looking
at improving cotton establishment in

Wishing everyone a safe and Happy
Christmas and New Year.
Until next time.
Kieran
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